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I have wanted to photographically explore my body for years and was going to have a professional
photographer do it. But I have never been able to work well with others, and I was not going to go
to a photography school and learn photography. Polaroid came in handy.

—Lucas Samaras, 1971

In December 1969 Samaras brought home a Polaroid 360 camera and made his first
instant photos. In his usual way, he invented an enduring title for what became a series
that would last through May, 1971: AutoPolaroids.The nearly immediate results from the
360 provided a whole body of work, as he said, “within a month or two.”The artist has
described the experience of using this camera—which rapidly produced a black-and-
white or color photo, hardly four by three inches—as “unconscious working.” He simply
needed to shoot, wait a half-minute, peel back the top layer of protective coating, and
wash the print with a fixative. No darkroom was needed. Most of the images made
within this short time frame were self-portraits, composed within the confines of the
artist’s apartment, but even when they are not self-images shuttered indoors, the
AutoPolaroids are self-reflective. 

Given the extravagant use of color of Samaras’s pastels, the fantastic invention of
his mixed-media boxes and chair sculptures, or the radicalness of his room-sized installa-
tions, the artist’s first image in this new medium was an apparently modest undertaking
(fig. 1). He photographed himself in black and white, in the nude, standing with his back
to the viewer, reflected in a mirror. Fragments of objects both caught in the mirror and in
the foreground appear to be casually disarranged, yet the artist structured the entire work
as a composition of disconcerting rectangles that does not make for easy reading. 
Nothing was compositionally unplanned. 

Samaras was willing to accept the amateur status of the Polaroid 360, but the
images he elicited from it were among the most inventive photographs of their time. 
A veteran participant in the Happenings of Allan Kaprow, Robert Whitman, and Claes
Oldenburg, Samaras indulged all of his Thespian impulses within the solitary interior of
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AutoPolaroids, but in a more sinister tone (figs. 6-8). In 1965 Samaras wrapped a manikin
head in jeweled tinfoil; for an AutoPolaroid several years later he wrapped tinfoil around
his own head for a self-portrait as an alien apparition (fig. 37). Other Polaroids depict the
artist’s magically illuminated hand, here holding a glass orb (fig. 44), as had already
appeared in stunningly realistic graphite drawings in 1967. Or, in 1966, he photographed
himself in a bed wrapped in a dark blanket, looking directly at his camera. By 1969 he
reappeared under a white sheet in an AutoPolaroid, sleeping, surrounded by multicolored
dots, transforming his earlier, more empirical image into a rapturously angelic one (fig.
58).There was always the artist’s melodramatic preoccupation with cutlery, toiletry, chairs,
or vertiginous and exaggerated views of his body, such as those draped across a favorite
chair as if conjured by the gods (fig. 57). 

Within less than a year of beginning this new series, Art in America (November
1970) reproduced an AutoPolaroid on its cover and featured several pages of Samaras’s
images, arranged in grids designed by the artist and accompanied by an “Autointerview.”
The idiosyncratic images included multiple bare-assed contortions performed by the
artist, or views of his head uncomfortably tied up in string, with him in a dress shirt and
tie.A year later Samaras published his first book of photographs, all self-portraits and all
AutoPolaroids. He arranged the images in grids and pairs and titled it simply Album. 
Two of the works in this show reiterate those arrangements (figs. 5, 18). 

While Samaras’s AutoPolaroids are relatively straightforward in execution 
compared to his work in other media, they are nonetheless among the artist’s most trans-
gressive inventions. For it is here where he challenges cultural taboos, violates decorum,
and exhibits maximum irreverence without apology.

*  *  *

Marla Prather is an independent curator and writer. As curator at The Metropolitan Museum of Art she
organized the 2014 exhibition of Lucas Samaras’s work in the collection, Offerings from a Restless Soul.
She was also curator at the Whitney Museum of American Art, where she organized the 2003 retrospective,
Unrepentant Ego:The Self-Portraits of Lucas Samaras. 

his studio-home: “When you live alone you become the audience, the other to your own
life. And falling in love with yourself is stupendous.You have the power.You can turn it
any way you want.You can make the drama go this way or that.Whereas with another
person, you have to deal with uncontrollables, irrationalities.” (1983) 

Indeed, the early AutoPolaroids attest to much irrationality, as in the photo-booth
close-ups of the artist’s face in extreme expressions or framed in outrageous wigs.These
gave way to deliberately contorted acrobatics as Samaras folded his supple body for the
camera, or balanced it on a tiny pedestal in mock but impressive superhero poses, while
miraculously holding chairs aloft (figs. 20-21). In some images he configured his torso in
pretensions of terrifying grief (fig. 42), or cast himself in the role of a mysterious auto-
eroticist (fig. 12), a self-mutilator (figs. 40-41), a fetal adult, or a crucified Christ (fig. 59). 

Some of the most touching works in this series are the hand-painted images
Samaras made by adding colored ink to the surface of the photographs.A draftsman 
capable of astonishing refinement, he brought his adeptness to the medium of Polaroid
photography. By silhouetting, or at times impaling, his body with tiny psychedelically 
colored dots or meandering lines, Samaras was able to make odd paintings of diminutive
scale but tremendous power. For example, the mysterious view of his crotch within a
pointillist field of color illuminated by a match (fig. 51) is a subtly abstracted self-portrait,
with one of the artist’s favorite domestic objects, here implying sexual heat. In other pho-
tographs, collections of small everyday objects that populate the studio were assembled to
evoke tiny domestic weapons pressed into service as artistic tools (fig. 60). In one image
Samaras, prone on the floor and bathed in light, appears to miraculously arise from the
dead (fig. 17). He has said the image was a gift of the light coming through the window. 

Several AutoPolaroids reiterate subjects the artist had already explored in other
media. He drew his feet as early as 1959 and photographed them ten years later as strange
extremities looming out from views of buttocks against a ground of colored dots (fig. 18).
He also photographed those feet in treacherous ways: In some AutoPolaroids they are
treading on screws—simple household hardware, but for Samaras no quotidian imple-
ments are simple. Images of his fingers—he has lovely hands—recreate earlier pastels as





N OT E S  O N  T H E  C ATA L O G U E

All of the photographs reproduced on the following pages 
were shot by Lucas Samaras with a Polaroid Land Camera Model 360.

He used Polaroid Type 107 3000 speed film for black and white 
and Type 108 75 speed for color.

The black and white film yielded gelatin silver transfer prints, 
while the color film yielded dye diffusion transfer prints. 

Plates marked with an “*” include hand-applied ink. 
Each individual photograph measures 33⁄4 x 27⁄8 inches (image) 

and 41⁄4 x 33⁄8 inches (paper).
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6. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 7. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 8. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71



9. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 10. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 11. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71



13. AutoPolaroid, December 24, 1970*; 14. AutoPolaroid, June 15, 1970*12. AutoPolaroid, June, 4, 1970*



15. AutoPolaroid, February 1971; 16. AutoPolaroid, February 1971



17. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71



18. AutoPolaroids, 1969-71*



19. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 20. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 21. AutoPolaroid, June 17, 1971*



23. AutoPolaroid, January 1971*; 24. AutoPolaroid, January 1971*22. AutoPolaroid, January 1971*



26. AutoPolaroid, January 1971*; 27. AutoPolaroid, January 1971*25. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71
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31. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71 32. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71
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40. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71 41. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71
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45. AutoPolaroid, February 1971*; 46. AutoPolaroid, 1969-7144. AutoPolaroid, February 1971*



47. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 48. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71 49. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 50. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71



51. AutoPolaroid, March 1971* 52. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71*



53. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 54. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71 55. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71; 56. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71



57. AutoPolaroid, January 1971*



58. AutoPolaroid, January, 1971* 59. AutoPolaroid, 1969-71*



60. AutoPolaroids, 1969-71
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